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THE DENISON “CRIME REPORT”
 These are all fake crimes, policy violations, reports of property damage, and other bad things done by bad people that most likely did 

not happen at all. This article is a joke and anyone who ignores this blurb and the obvious satire tag should really be taught how to identify real 

and fake news articles because I’m making this pretty obvious right now. Usually these reports are edited to protect the identities of our fellow 

Denisonians, but none of this happened so nothing is edited. Here we go.

 A remote student was caught violating quiet hours in Seattle, 

WA on 1/28 @ 11 PM PST.

 An unregistered gathering occurred in the sewers with 

alcohol and several human-sized turtles underneath Curtis on 1/29 @ 

12:11 AM

 Every single brick was removed from the walkway in front 

of Swasey on 1/30 @ 2:30 PM

 A student was brutally murdered by the library ghost on 2/2 

@ 1:15 PM

 Three vultures were caught smoking marijuana and drink-

ing underage roughly 150 feet above the IM fields on 2/4 @ 6:28 PM

 Seven new strains of COVID-19 were discovered in Shorney 

hall on 2/5 @ 3:30 PM

 A student was arrested for distributing crack cocaine via 

Tinder in Huffman Hall on 2/7 @ 1:15 PM

 Someone ripped out a fountain in every academic building 

on 2/9 @ 2:30 AM

 A student inconsiderately used all of the table salt at Curtis 

Dining Hall on 2/10 @ 11:00 AM

 Students were caught holding a party for Bobby Shmurda’s 

release in violation of COVID guidelines in Shepardson hall on 2/23 

@ 2:02 PM

 Students caught not being discerning moral agents and pro-

ductive members of society in front of Doane, where Adam Weinberg 

takes his daily walks on 2/14 @ 12:13 PM. 

 Campus Safety found absolutely nothing interesting go-

ing on whatsoever in Preston on 2/17 @ 12:22 PM

 Students were caught drunkenly psychoanalyzing each 

other in the Psych department common room in Knapp on 2/18 @ 

8:32 PM

 A three-sled pileup occurred outside of Taylor on 2/19 @ 

9:22 PM

 The Wingless Angels were caught executing a turkey in 

the Nest 2/17 @ 12:30 PM.

 20 students caught running naked out of the library. 2/7 

@ 7:15 PM. 

 Student was caught jaywalking behind Olin. 2/13 @ 

10:20 PM. 

 Students in the chemistry department caught drinking 

hand sanitizer. 2/10 @ 1:15 AM. 

 ARSON. Tuesday.

 Denison Libertarians caught using DCGA financing to 

purchase ammunition. 2/7 @ 3:29 P.M.

 

 Classics majors caught hosting an orgy on the 3rd floor 

of Fellows. 2/2 @ 12:37 AM. 

 PoliSci students were caught planning an insurrection in 

Knapp Hall. 11/3/20 @ 1:14 PM. 

PAINFULLY OBVIOUS SATIRE
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-Ellie Schrader, Ex-Freshman Writer

BEARING THE BURDEN OF SEXINESS
 First off, it’s crucial I make it clear that sexiness is a state of mind. If you tell yourself you are sexy, you are sexy. That said, I am the sexiest person 

on this entire campus, and as they say, heavy is the head that wears the sexy crown.  I have to walk around all day breaking hearts because everyone is so 

deeply in love with me. It’s not easy. My mental health has taken a serious toll. That’s why I am reaching out to you, Denison students, to lift some of the pres-

sure off of me.  In this article I will be listing things that can help you frame your sexy mindset right. Do these every day and maybe we can transform this 

place in too a much cooler and sexier campus.

1. The amount we pay for tuition basically does mean we own this place. So. Yeah.

2. Convince yourself everyone is in love with you until proven otherwise.

3. Think about mysterious things. Everyone will always wonder, “What are they thinking about? Probably something cool...”

4. Act confused when someone doesn’t do a double take when you walk by.

5. Say please and thank you to the Slayter and dining hall workers. Tell them to have a nice day.

6. Wait two days to respond to a text, even if it’s a family emergency. Sexy people maintain their distance.

7. Repress all emotions until they bubble over in one big, sexy breakdown.

8. Only smoke cigarettes drunk, otherwise you’ve just fallen victim to the least sexy scam.

9. Commit lots and lots of fraud.

10. Say hello and chat with the deer when you see them. It’s just polite.

 Now I know every Friday, the Bullsheet loyal fall into a deep depression due to the fact that we are not around to entertain you. I 

know no amount of alcohol can fill this void we leave in your hearts, and the second you finish reading the staff box you know that nothing will 

make you exhale as mildly aggressive out of your nose like the Bullsheet does. So, I’ve taken it upon myself to recommend my favorite comedic 

material to those of you who need some more laughs in your lives.

 This week is an UNPRECEDENTED recommendation station because I will be giving TWO recommendations. The first one is my 

favorite podcast, The Jeselnik and Rosenthal Vanity Project (JRVP). I feel like I have to recommend this because I stole the “Recommenda-

tion Station” idea from their show, and until someone comes up with a better title I will be borrowing from them. JRVP is a show with two 

best friends, Anthony Jeselnik and Gregg Rosenthal. Anthony is my favorite stand-up comic and Gregg is an NFL analyst, and the two meet 

every week and go over different headlines and do the best ad reads of any podcast ever. I swear their podcast is the only one where I don’t 

skip through the endless manscaped ads. 

 My second recommendation is the Netflix show, “I Think You Should Leave” starring Tim Robinson. This new Netflix sketch comedy 

is some of the best works of absurdist comedy I’ve ever seen. The first episode will definitely get you hooked, and it is a great show for a week-

end because there’s only one season with 20ish minute episodes. If you do not laugh at the “Baby of the Year” sketch I think you just might not 

appreciate comedy and you will be considered dead to me. 

 Anyways, I hope you enjoy these recommendations. I will more than likely never do two recommendations in a week ever again. 

However, I do understand that absurdism is an acquired taste, so I do not recommend watching this with someone who has a bad sense of 

humor.

 Have a good weekend everyone! I hope Rush Limbaugh enjoys his vacation to Mexico and RIP Senator Cruz or something idk I 

haven’t been paying much attention to the news lately. 

          -Blythe Dahlem ‘23, Man with Taste


